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Welcome to GatorWorkflow!Welcome to GatorWorkflow!

Welcome to GatorWorkflow, our Drag & Drop editor you can use to plan, build, and review
intricate workflows that react to audience interactions.

Once you have read this brief intro article we recommend browsing our collection of
Workflow Help Articles that take you through each stage of creation in more detail.

What is GatorWorkflow?What is GatorWorkflow?

Gator Workflow is a simple drag and drop editor that allows you to create links between email
campaigns and audience groups within Gator.

It allows you to:

• Manage sendingManage sending of multiple different emails
• Send to varying audiencevarying audience groups
• Create a journeyCreate a journey for members to travel along
• Create a journey quicklyquickly and efficiently
• Save timeSave time creating numerous rules for individual groups
• Create long termlong term flows for long term campaigns
• Have an easy to follow visual guidevisual guide for your campaign activity

Why use GatorWorkflow?Why use GatorWorkflow?

• You may find you have several email campaigns you wish to send to different audience
groups depending on different conditions. Usually you would create these in GatorMail, but
you don't want to have to create group after group depending on your conditions e.g. have
they opened, have they clicked, etc.

With Workflow you don't have to spend your time creating group after group or fiddling around
with rules and multiple emails. Workflow lets you create a journey for an audience to travel
along, moving along different points when certain conditions are met.

For example, you send an audience group an email, a condition is set up telling Workflow to
move those who have opened the email along a positive path, and those who didn't open get
sent along a separate path. Now your audience group has split, and journey along different
paths, being sent different follow up emails and exiting at different stages.

• Workflow also provides you with the ability to save and store values for contacts depending
on how a member fills in a form or submits any personal information. For example, a user
may be presented with different choices of sports newsletter in an email to choose from. If
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they click on a certain type, then a field in their contact record is populated with information
regarding that choice such as their preferred sport.
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The Workflow BasicsThe Workflow Basics

Getting around Workflow is easy to do, but sometimes we forget the basics. This guide will
help you get to grips with your Dashboard, the main Workflow Editor screen, and the
buttons and functions inside Workflow.

The features we will be covering are:

• Your Dashboard
• The Editor Screen
• Buttons & Functions

Workflow DashboardWorkflow Dashboard

 Once you are signed in to your Single Sign On (SSO), select your Workflow instance.

Once you are in your instance you will see the above dashboard.
This is where you can create and edit Workflows, see your Workflow history, sort your
Workflows into folders, and see what stage your Workflows are in.

1. Your current instance namecurrent instance name is displayed here. Clicking the drop down arrow will allow you to
access your Instance SettingsInstance Settings, User SettingsUser Settings and the ability to Log OutLog Out.
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2. The HelpHelp icon will take you to the CommuniGator Help Site.

3. The statement in blue lets you know how many Workflows you have licensed.how many Workflows you have licensed. Once you have
reached your license limit, please contact your Account Manager to discuss extending your
limit.

4. The Workflow statesWorkflow states are displayed here. Your Workflow can be Live, in Test, in Design,
Complete, or Queued. The number of Workflows in each state are displayed.

5. Here you can Create a WorkflowCreate a Workflow, Copy a WorkflowCopy a Workflow, or Copy from a Template.Copy from a Template.

6. Checking this tick box allows you to filter by folder.filter by folder. A blue folder icon will appear next to the
checkbox displaying your folder options. This is useful if you know which folder a Workflow
could be in. You are also presented with the option to create and move folders.

7. Type the name of the Workflow you are searching forsearching for in this search bar.

8. The namesnames of your Workflows are displayed here.

9. The datedate your Workflow is created is displayed here.

10. This shows the statestate your Workflow is in. Blue is Designed, Green is Live, and Orange is Test.

11. Here you can select the drop down to analyse your resultsanalyse your results or deletedelete the workflow.

12. This displays the number of pagesnumber of pages in your Dashboard. You can also refresh the current pagerefresh the current page
by selecting the arrow icon.
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Editor ScreenEditor Screen

 The Workflow design page starts as a blank grey canvas. Onto this you would drag
stages to send people through your Workflow.

When designing your Workflow we recommend you keep the canvas neat, with arrows
visible and blocks evenly spaced. This prevents the page from being cluttered and hard
to navigate.

1. The namename of your Workflow and its current state is displayed here. Currently this Workflow is
called "TTest" and is in the "Design" stage.

2. Workflow settingsWorkflow settings are shown here. This will be explained in the next section of this article.

3. These are your Workflow StagesWorkflow Stages. They all contain blocks which pertain to the stage name. For
example, the Audience Stage contains a Group Entry block which allows you to start your
Workflow with a Group.

4. This is the design canvasdesign canvas. Here you place blocks to navigate people through a Workflow. The
design canvas is a large working space, enabling you to create complicated Workflows if you
wish.
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Buttons & FunctionsButtons & Functions

1. The magnifying icons allow you to zoom in and outzoom in and out of the Workflow. You can also do this by
using your middle mouse button.

2. This allows you to edit the basic settingsbasic settings of the Workflow. You can change the name, add
notes for your benefit, add multiple test email addresses, de-dupe audience members using
email, remove unsent emails if a member is removed from the Workflow, and change the Start
& End Date and Time.

3. This allows you to SaveSave the Workflow. We recommend saving your work often as there is no
auto-save in place.

4. You can change your Workflow stateWorkflow state here to Live, Design, or Test.

5. Clicking this icon selects allselects all the Workflow stages at once.

6. The bin icon allows you to deletedelete selected or multiple stages.

7. This ion will resetreset the entire canvas.

1. GatorLeads Tracking -GatorLeads Tracking - This block adds members into the Workflow based on their Leads
activity for your website pages.
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2. GatorWorkflow Completion -GatorWorkflow Completion - This block allows you to add members into the Workflow based
on them completing another Workflow you have created.

3. GatorMail Group Entry -GatorMail Group Entry - This block allows you to place members into the Workflow from a
group you have created.

1. Send Email Campaign -Send Email Campaign - This block allows you to attach an email campaign to send to
members of the Workflow.

2. Campaign Journey -Campaign Journey - This sends members a set of GatorMail campaigns (one campaign each
time they enter the stage).

3. Add to Group -Add to Group - This entry stage allows you to add in a Group which become the members of
your Workflow. You can add in multiple groups to a Workflow.

4. Store Contact Value -Store Contact Value - This retrieves an attribute value from a members contact record and
stores it in a named location for later use in the Workflow.

5. Set Contact Value -Set Contact Value - This allows you to set a value in a members contact record.

For example, you could be registering interest for sports events through an email campaign in
Workflow. You may have three links to sports events in your email such as football, rugby and
badminton. If one member clicks on football you may send them a football focused email. You
could use the set contact value block to register football as the value in the Interest field in their
contact record.
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1. Wait -Wait - This blocks allows you to add a wait period. This is used to stagger sending of emails to
members.

2. Condition -Condition - This block allows you to add a condition. This is used after an email send block.
When a member is sent an email campaign you can change how they move through the
Workflow by setting a rule on the condition block. For example, if a member opens the email
campaign they are sent along the green route to exit the Workflow, but if they do not open the
email they wait a day before being sent a follow up email.

3. Store Value -Store Value - This stores an attribute value into a named location for use later in the
Workflow.

4. Execute Expression -Execute Expression - This executes an expression you create and stores the result of said
expression in a named location associated with a Workflow member. This can be used for
multiple functions. For example, to combine GatorLeads scores for certain pages and provide
an overall value.

5. Send Notification -Send Notification - This blocks allows you to send a notification to email addresses when a
member has entered or exited a stage, met a condition, etc.

6. Go To Stage -Go To Stage - This blocks allows you to send a specific member to a certain stage in your
Workflow.

7. Exit -Exit - This block allows you to create an Exit stage for the Workflow.
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 Please Note:Please Note: Every Workflow requires at least one AudienceAudience entryentry point and at least
one exit point.exit point.

Complete Workflow ExampleComplete Workflow Example

Here is an example of a Workflow design.

It starts with a Group Entry who become the Workflow members, which are sent an email
campaign. They then wait for a day and are sent a different email campaign. If they open the
email they exit the Workflow, but if they don't open the email they are added to a "Not Opened"
group then exit.

GroupGroup Enters -> Sent EmailEmail Campaign 1 -> WaitWait for a day -> Sent EmailEmail Campaign 2 -> "If they
OPENOPEN the email they EXITEXIT" -> "If they DON'T OPENDON'T OPEN the email they ENTER GROUPENTER GROUP" -> ExitExit.
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Getting Started with WorkflowGetting Started with Workflow

Example WorkflowExample Workflow

The Workflow tool allows for simple and complex campaign workflows to be created by using
drag and drop items from the Workflow menu.

1. Workflow menu - Items are dragged from here onto the canvas.
2. The canvas is the main working area where workflows are created.
3. There are multiples stages within a workflow in order to build a communication and action

path.

The MenuThe Menu

1. This area shows the name of a saved workflow
2. Zoom into the canvas
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3. Zoom out of the canvas
4. Workflow details (Name, Notes and test email address)
5. Save
6. Change the workflow mode (Design, Test or Live)
7. Select all workflow stages on the canvas
8. Delete selected stage(s)

Stage Types and StagesStage Types and Stages

The Workflow menu is made up of three stage types to identify members, send
communications and deal with decisions and data. Clicking on each of these types will open the
stage type menu.

Every Workflow requires at least one Audience entry point and at least one Exit point.
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Creating a Workflow from a TemplateCreating a Workflow from a Template

A selection of pre-built templates have been created for your use that contain a number of
stages to cover particular scenarios.
These may be used as completed Workflows in their current form, or can be edited once
created to remove or add further stages and actions.

 Please Note:Please Note: In order to make use of templates, you will need to have the relevant
GatorMail components already created. These requirements are detailed for each
template type in the description field.

The Template WizardThe Template Wizard
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Create from a TemplateCreate from a Template

1. Select the drop down next to 'Create a Workflow'
2. Select 'Create a Workflow from a Template'

This will launch the template selection screen.

Template SelectionTemplate Selection
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1. Use the dropdown to select the templateselect the template to view.
2. A previewpreview of the selected template is shown here.
3. This contains a brief explanationbrief explanation as to what the template provides and the GatorMail

components required in order to use.
4. Select 'Next' to launch the Creation WizardCreation Wizard for the selected template.

 The templates you choose from can be Workflows you have created and then saved as
a template

Template DetailsTemplate Details

You will need to supply the Workflow details in order to save and test your Workflow.

1. The namename you would like to save your Workflow as.
2. Any notes/descriptionnotes/description of what the Workflow does.
3. The test email addresstest email address (one or multiple can be supplied by adding one per row).
4. The folderfolder to store your Workflow in.
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Supplying Template DataSupplying Template Data

 You will now be presented with a number of prompts in order to connect the template
to campaigns, groups, etc that exist in your system.
Each template will have different prompts based on the purpose of the template.

We will be using the 'Anniversary' template to illustrate the prompts shown.

1. Select the group within your GatorMail instance that will be used to feed members into the
Workflow.
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Field SelectionField Selection

The anniversary template requires you to select a field within the database that holds the date
that you will be using.

2. Select your date field from the dropdown list.
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Campaign SelectionCampaign Selection

3. Select the campaign to send to members.
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Create WorkflowCreate Workflow

Once all prompts have been responded to, the wizard is ready to create your workflow.

4. Click on 'Create Workflow'

Completed WorkflowCompleted Workflow
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You will then be launched into your new Workflow. From here you are able to Test, Publish or
make alterations by removing or adding stages.
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Creating a Workflow from ScratchCreating a Workflow from Scratch

Creating your first Workflow doesn't have to be a complicated process. Our Drag & Drop
Editor makes visualisation of your campaign-audience interactions simple and easy to
manage.

This article will take you through the creation of a Workflow from start to finish without the
use of a pre-made template.

Getting StartedGetting Started

1. From the library, click 'Create a WorkflowCreate a Workflow'

This will launch you into the Workflow canvas.
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Changing the BasicsChanging the Basics

The first action we recommend you taking is changing the basic settings of the Workflow. This
allows you to focus on the creation rather than smaller details if this is completed first.

1. Select the 'Edit Settings'Edit Settings' icon.

2. Enter a 'Test Email AddressTest Email Address'. Usually this would be the email of the individual who has
created the Workflow.

3. Select whether you wish to de-dupede-dupe the audience members using their email address. This
means that contact can only pass through the workflow once. It will not be allowed through
again.

4. Select whether you wish for unsent GatorMail campaign emails to be removedremoved when an
audience member is removed or the Workflow completes. If a campaign has follow up rules or
notifications then these will no longer be sent from the campaign stage.

5. Edit the Start & End DateStart & End Date of the Workflow. Once it starts members will be sent emails and
move through the Workflow. All activity stops when the End Date is reached.
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Content PlanningContent Planning

 Before you start dragging blocks onto the screen we recommend you have all of your
email campaigns and groups created so the Workflow creation is smooth and efficient.

Drafting on paper your ideas for the Workflow will help you create a cleaner design. If
you try to imagine the journey you wish audience members to take you can translate
that into the Workflow canvas effectively.

A Simple WorkflowA Simple Workflow

In this Workflow we want to send two email campaigns, but we only want people who have
opened the first email to receive a second email.

1. So we start with a GroupGroup you have made for this workflow, or a Group from another
workflow that you want to receive this campaign as well.

2. We then sendsend them the first emailemail.

3. Here is a conditioncondition. The condition has a positive (green) and negative (red) route, which can
be seen as a "Yes" or "No" route.
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4. If the conditioncondition of the email being opened is metmet, the audience members travel along the
positive routepositive route and have to waitwait for a day.

5. After the wait periodwait period of a day, they are sent a second email campaign.second email campaign.

6. If they do not meet the conditiondo not meet the condition and haven't opened the email they immediately exitexit the
Workflow. After the group who met the condition have been sent the second email campaign
they also exit the Workflow.

Within this Workflow we have an Audience stage, two GatorMail stages, and three Decision
stages.
With each GatorMail stage a Decision stage comes before or after it.

But this is only a simple Workflow. With more email campaigns you want to send you will need
more Decision stages and potentially more Audience stages.

 Please Note:Please Note: Every Workflow requires at least one AudienceAudience entryentry point and at least
one exit point.exit point.

A More Complex WorkflowA More Complex Workflow

The above Workflow is more complex than the first but is still simple to create.
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1. In this Workflow there are three entry pointsthree entry points for audience members. Two of them are
GroupsGroups, and the third is a GatorWorkflow CompletionGatorWorkflow Completion entry. This enters people into the
Workflow from another Workflow of your choosing.

2. They are sent twotwo separate email campaignsemail campaigns.

3. After they have been sent these emails they have to go through separate conditioncondition stages.
The first being whether they have downloaded a documentdownloaded a document that was within the email they were
sent. The second being whether they opened the email.opened the email.
For the condition on the right of the Workflow, if they do not open the email they get sent the
email that the first two groups were sent, and travel along that path of the Workflow.

4. If they do not meet the first condition they are sent a different email campaign then exit the
Workflow.

5. If they do meet the conditions then they are addedadded to separate groupsgroups.

6. They then exitexit the Workflow.

Workflow CapabilitiesWorkflow Capabilities

The above Workflow shows the vast canvas space and immense capabilities of the product.

Whilst the Workflow above appears highly complicated, it is simply sending of email campaigns
to varying audience groups who meet certain conditions.
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Final StepsFinal Steps

Now your design has been created and your groups and emails added, we need to do some
final checks.

1. First check that wait conditionswait conditions have been added where necessary. We recommend using
wait conditions between sending emails so members aren't bombarded with communications.

2. Ensure you have savedsaved your work, but we recommend you save frequently to avoid losing
your work. To learn more about saving your Workflow, please read the following article.

3. Make sure you have testedtested your Workflow. ALWAYSALWAYS test your Workflow to make sure your
conditions and rules work. To learn more about testing your Workflow, please read the
following article.

4. Once you have tested your Workflow and all the details are correct, you can change the state
from Testing to Live. To learn more about publishing your Workflow, please read the following
article.
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Saving & Changing Details of your WorkflowSaving & Changing Details of your Workflow

A number of details are required in order to give your Workflow a name, save it and test it.

Saving your WorkflowSaving your Workflow

1. Click on the 'SaveSave' icon on the menu to enter the save screen

Complete the required detailsComplete the required details

1. Give your Workflow a namename
2. Set any descriptiondescription of the Workflow
3. Enter at least one test email address. Ttest email address. This will usually be your own but you can enter

multiple addresses to send tests to by entering a different address on each row.
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4. Select a folderfolder to store your Workflow in.
5. Click on 'SaveSave'

Editing the Workflow DetailsEditing the Workflow Details

You can change the Workflow details by clicking the edit button, highlighted above.
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Testing your WorkflowTesting your Workflow

Prior to setting a Workflow live you are able to test the process by passing one or multiple
email addresses through the Workflow.
This is recommended for every Workflow you plan to use.

The email addresses that are used to test, are added to the Workflow save screen.

Please see Saving your Workflow and changing its details. You are also able to advance
members through the Workflow in order to bypass wait periods.

Add your Test EmailAdd your Test Email

In order to test your Workflow successfully you need to add your test email/s you wish to use.
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There are two options in regards to testing your Workflow.

1) You MUSTMUST have your email in the 'Test Email Address' field within the 'Update Details' tab,
ANDAND you must add the same email address as a Workflow member with the icon shown in the
screenshots above.

2) You MUSTMUST have your email in the 'Test Email Address' field within the 'Update Details' tab,
ANDAND in the Live Audience group used for testing.

Use 'Go To AnalysisGo To Analysis' to access the buttons specified.
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Change the Workflow ModeChange the Workflow Mode

1. Select the 'Edit SettingsEdit Settings' button
2. Select 'TestTest' from the dropdown that appears.
3. Click 'OKOK'

Successful ChangeSuccessful Change

The above screen will appear to confirm the mode the Workflow has been published in test
mode. This means that all test addresses will be accelerated through the Workflow and receive
communications.
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Failed to Publish WorkflowFailed to Publish Workflow

Should there be any errors in publishing the Workflow, you are presented with the areas that
gave an error so you can rectify them and attempt to publish again.

Accessing Workflow Test AnalysisAccessing Workflow Test Analysis
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As well as sending the test email addresses the communications within your Workflow, you can
run through the analysis in order to see the stages that test members access and complete.

1. Select the 'Go To Analysis' button to access the analysis screen

 Please ensure you have entered you email address as a test email address in the ways
specified in the 'Add your Test Email' section in this article. Failure to do so will mean
your Workflow can't be tested.

The Workflow Analysis ScreenThe Workflow Analysis Screen

The analysis screen will show a read only version of your Workflow and indicate the number of
members that are active at, or have completed each stage.

1. The Details paneDetails pane shows information based on dates and number of members within the
Workflow.

2. Each stage will show the number of membersnumber of members that are currently within that stage and the
number of members that have completed the stage and moved. Click on the number to see
who the members are or advance members to the next stage.

3. The Members tabMembers tab will show you all of the members that exist within the Workflow.
4. The log will show a historyhistory of all stage actions within the Workflow.
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Advancing Members through Wait Periods and other stagesAdvancing Members through Wait Periods and other stages

Wait periods will be honored throughout the test period, so a manual process of advancing
members through a wait or other stage can be carried out in order to speed up the test
process.
You can do this by clicking on the active members number of the stage, which will display the
above screen.

1. Select the 'ActionsActions' dropdown list
2. Click 'Advance MemberAdvance Member'
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Repeating Workflow TestsRepeating Workflow Tests

Once a test member reaches the end of the Workflow, the test is complete. If you would like to
repeat your test, the member will need to be removed from the members tab. Removing a
member will remove them from all stages and start them at the beginning of the Workflow.

1. Select the Members tab.Members tab.
2. Click the 'ActionsActions' dropdown list.
3. Select 'Remove Member (allowing re-entry)Remove Member (allowing re-entry)'.
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Publishing your WorkflowPublishing your Workflow

Publishing your Workflow will make it live and all stages will be become active. This process
is very similar to testing your Workflow.

Please Note:Please Note: Please be sure to test your Workflow thoroughly before publishing

For more information on testing your Workflow, please read the following article.

Change the Workflow ModeChange the Workflow Mode

1. Select the 'Edit Settings'Edit Settings' button.
2. Select 'LiveLive' from the dropdown that appears.
3. Click 'OKOK'.

Successful ChangeSuccessful Change
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The above screen will appear to confirm the Workflow has been published in Live mode.
This means that all members will now progress through the Workflow and receive
communications.

Failed to Publish WorkflowFailed to Publish Workflow

Should there be any errors in publishing the Workflow, you are presented with the areas that
gave an error so you can rectify them and attempt to publish again.
Should you receive any errors it is advisable to go through test mode prior to attempting live
mode again.
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Accessing Workflow AnalysisAccessing Workflow Analysis

Once the Workflow is live, you can run through the analysis in order to see the stages that
members access and complete.

1. Select the 'Go To Analysis' button to access the analysis screen.

The Workflow Analysis Live Tracking ScreenThe Workflow Analysis Live Tracking Screen
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The analysis screen will show a read only version of your Workflow and indicate the number of
members that are active at, or have completed each stage.

1. The Details paneDetails pane shows information based on dates and number of members within the
Workflow.

2. Each stage will show the number of membersnumber of members that are currently within that stage and the
number of members that have completed the stage and moved. Click on the number to see
who the members are and interact with them.

3. The Members tabMembers tab will show you all of the members that exist within the Workflow.
4. The log will show a historyhistory of all stage actions within the Workflow.

Interacting with MembersInteracting with Members

The following actions are available for interacting with member records within a live Workflow.

1. Select the 'MembersMembers' tab.
2. Click on the 'ActionsActions' dropdown beside the member you would like to interact with.

Available options are:

• Remove MemberRemove Member - Removes the member from the Workflow, permanently.
• Remove Member (allowing re-entry)Remove Member (allowing re-entry) - Removes the member from the Workflow. Should the

member meet Workflow entry requirements in the future, they will rejoin at that entry point.
• Pause MemberPause Member - Pause the member at the current stage. You can resume them at any time

in the future.
• Manage Stored ValuesManage Stored Values - This will show you all of the Store Values for the member within the

current Workflow. You are able to edit these at this point should you wish.
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Audience Stage TypeAudience Stage Type
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GatorLeads TrackingGatorLeads Tracking

This adds new members to a Workflow if they meet the criteria defined by a set of rules.
These rules determine whether a user has visited a certain web page.

GatorLeads TrackingGatorLeads Tracking

By dragging the GatorLeads Tracking stage to the canvas, the popup above will appear.

1. Give the stage a name, in the description
2. Click on 'Rules'
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Adding a GatorLeads Tracking RuleAdding a GatorLeads Tracking Rule

1. Select the plus button.

Applying logic to your GatorLeads Tracking RuleApplying logic to your GatorLeads Tracking Rule

This is where you create your rule to be either where a full url has been hit by a contact, or if
the url contains a particular word or string.

1. Select the OperatorOperator ('Contains' or 'Is Equal To')

2. Enter the termterm (if using 'IS Equal To' as the operator then this should be a full url. Otherwise,
add the term that appears within the urls you would like to use.)
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GatorWorkflow CompletionGatorWorkflow Completion

This adds new members to a Workflow upon completion of another Workflow (optionally
matching their exit value).

This allows members to complete Workflows and join another on their exit.

GatorWorkflow CompletionGatorWorkflow Completion

By dragging the Gator Workflow Completion stageGator Workflow Completion stage to the canvas the above screen will appear,
allowing you to search for exits and values of all Workflows within the system.

1. Choose from a listlist of Workflows, in order to filter used values
2. Select 'Match exit value'Match exit value' only if you would like to find people that exited another Workflow

with a particular value. Otherwise just hit OK.
3. If using an exit value you can type the valuevalue in here
4. If you don't know the exit valuedon't know the exit value, you can click this to see a list of exit values used within the

Workflow(s) in item 1.

For more information on Exit Values please see Exit Stage.
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GatorMail Group EntryGatorMail Group Entry

This adds new members to a Workflow when they enter a GatorMail group. Dragging the
GatorMail Group Entry stage to the canvas shows the screen below.

Selecting an existing groupSelecting an existing group

1. Select the GroupGroup from the drop down list
2. Press 'OkOk'
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Creating a GroupCreating a Group

1. Select 'Create GroupCreate Group'
2. This will show a second screen allowing you to name the new group.
3. Select the GatorMail folderfolder you would like to create your group (Leave as 'Root' for the top

level folder)
4. Click 'CreateCreate'
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Editing a GroupEditing a Group

If you would like to go to the GatorMail Group Builder, you can

1. Select a group from the list
2. Hit 'Edit GroupEdit Group'

Choose where to Edit the GroupChoose where to Edit the Group

You are then presented with a choice to edit the group in the current or other window. choose
your preference.
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For more information on using the GatorMail Group Builder, see How to create a group based
on rules.
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GatorMail Stage TypeGatorMail Stage Type
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Send Email CampaignSend Email Campaign

This sends a Workflow member a GatorMail campaign.
The screen below will appear once the stage is dragged to the canvas.

Send Email CampaignSend Email Campaign

1. You may select an existing campaignexisting campaign to send from the dropdown list and click ok.
2. You may create a new campaignnew campaign and select ok.
3. You may editedit the selected campaign (In GatorMail or GatorExpress)
4. If you would like to set campaign merge fieldscampaign merge fields (merge fields 1 - 10, held on the campaign)

you may set these here.
5. You may also initiateinitiate a campaign at this point.

For more information on campaign merge fields see Campaign - Merge Fields.
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Campaign JourneyCampaign Journey

This sends Workflow members a set of GatorMail campaigns (one campaign each time they
enter the stage).

The Campaign Journey stage keeps track of which campaign the member was last sent and
sends the next in the list each time that they enter the stage again.
If the member has been sent all campaigns in the journey they are sent to a specified stage,
known as the 'Completion StageCompletion Stage'.

The screen below is displayed on dragging the campaign journey stage to the canvas.

Campaign JourneyCampaign Journey

1. Set a descriptiondescription for the stage e.g Weekly Hints & Tips
2. Choose the completion stagecompletion stage (This is the stage that a member should move to once they've

received all campaigns within the journey)
3. Click 'Add CampaignAdd Campaign'
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Select Campaigns to add to the JourneySelect Campaigns to add to the Journey

After clicking 'Add Campaign'Add Campaign' the above screen will appear.

1. Use the dropdown list to select the campaign to add
2. Click 'Add'Add'
3. Click 'OkOk'

 Repeat this step for each campaign you would like to add to the journey.
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All Campaigns added to the JourneyAll Campaigns added to the Journey

All the campaigns added to the stages are shown on the screen. You can go back and edit them
by clicking on the pencil icon.

Click 'OKOK' to save the stage.
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Add to Group StageAdd to Group Stage

This stage adds a Workflow member to a GatorMail group at the point in which it's used.

It can be used when an email has been sent to a group, and certain members don't meet
the group criteria. So you can add them into a new group for those who have not met the
criteria.

Add to GroupAdd to Group

On dragging this stage to the canvas you are able to select a group from the list or create a new
one at this point.

1. Select an existing groupexisting group to add members to OR
2. Click 'Create Group'Create Group' This will allow you to create a new, blank group to add members to.
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Store Contact ValueStore Contact Value

This retrieves an attribute value from a Workflow member's GatorMail contact record, and
stores it in a named location (stored value associated with a Workflow member) for use
later on in the Workflow.

For example, if you would like retrieve the member's email address you could name the
stored value as 'EmailAddress' and select the 'EMailLogin' field from the attribute list. Or
you could hold the value of a member's total lead score for use in conditions or calculations
later on in the Workflow.
You can optionally monitor the contact's value held in GatorMail for any changes, and bring
these into the Workflow.

The below screen is displayed by dragging the stage to the canvas.

Store Contact ValueStore Contact Value

1. NameName the stage. This is what your stored value will now be known as within the Workflow.
2. Select the contact fieldcontact field you would like to retrieve and store.

For more information on using Stored Values see Using Stored Values
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Refresh Value To Keep Data AccurateRefresh Value To Keep Data Accurate

If you would like any updates to the field to be reflected in your Workflow, check this box. This
can be useful if the value is a date that is updated throughout the year.
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Set Contact ValueSet Contact Value

This stage updates a Workflow member's GatorMail contact record, setting a particular
attribute's value.
You could use this to set a member's Lead Score to a static number '100' or to the value of
any other stored value (Dynamic).

The below screen will appear on dragging the stage to the canvas.

Set Contact ValueSet Contact Value

1. Select the attributeattribute to update in the contact record.
2. Set the value.value. This could be a static string or you can set a stored value by using it's name.

 For more information on Stored Values please see Using Stored Values.
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Decision Stage TypeDecision Stage Type
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Wait StageWait Stage

The wait stage pauses members for a period of time, before progressing them to the next
stage in the Workflow.

All available options allow the using of Stored Values.

For more information on using stored values, please read the following article.

WaitWait

There are five wait types:

1. Wait until a time periodtime period has been reached (a number of days, hours or minutes)
2. Wait until a date/timedate/time has passed (a date-time value with a time-zone).
3. Wait until a time in the daytime in the day has passed (a time value with a time-zone).
4. Wait until a date constructed from date unitsdate constructed from date units has passed (date units available are day in

month (first, last or any), day(any or Monday-Friday), month (any or January-February) and
time with time-zone).

5. Wait until the parts of a date fieldparts of a date field are matched (e.g day and/or month in any year. This can
be used for anniversary dates i.e renewal dates.)
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Wait until a time period has been reachedWait until a time period has been reached

Set the number of days, hours or minutes a member should wait at this stage in a workflow,
before progressing.

Advanced options available. see 'Using Stored Values'
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Wait until a date/time has passedWait until a date/time has passed

Members in this stage will wait until a particular date and time before progressing.

1. Set the date and time that you would like members to progress to the next stage.
2. Set the timezone that this stage should abide to.
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Wait until a time in the day has passedWait until a time in the day has passed

Some date logic means that members could hit a stage at the beginning of a day (midnight).
Using this 'wait' stage type you can apply further logic to wait until a particular time during the

day before progressing members to the next stage.

1. Select the time of daytime of day that you would like members to progress to the next stage.
2. Set the timezonetimezone that this stage should abide to.
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Wait until a date constructed from date units has passedWait until a date constructed from date units has passed

This wait period allows for the construction of dates using days of the week or months of the
year. This can allow you to wait members until dates such as the following:

• The first Monday of any monthThe first Monday of any month - Will set a member to wait until the next Monday that falls at
the beginning of a month.

• Any Wednesday in FebruaryAny Wednesday in February - Will set a member to wait until the next Wednesday in
February.

• The last Friday of any monthThe last Friday of any month - Will set a member to wait until the last friday on the month.

Select the following from the dropdown lists

1. First, LastFirst, Last or Any
2. Day of the weekDay of the week (Sunday - Saturday) or Any
3. MonthMonth of the year or Any
4. The timetime of the day
5. The timezonetimezone you would like the wait stage to adhere to.

Stored Values can be used within any of these parameters.
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A date part comparison is matchedA date part comparison is matched

Wait until the parts of a date field are matched e.g. day and/or month in any year.
This wait stage allows you specify a date and time, and then cause the member to wait until
particular parts of the date and time are matched.
By setting the date as 11/12/15 you may choose to advance the member every time the day of
that date is matched (the 11th any month).

This wait stage is much more powerful when used with stored values, as a stored value could
hold the member's contract renewal date, or date of birth etc. By using the stored value you
could query only the day and month (ignoring the year) and send an email each year on that
date.

1. Select a date and time
2. Choose the timezone you would like the wait stage to adhere to
3. Select the portions of the date and time you would like the system to match before

progressing a member to the next stage.
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Condition StageCondition Stage

Conditions evaluate to true/false, and then branch into the Workflow based on a set of
rules. These can be grouped using AND/OR logic.

Rule Types allow you to base your condition on GatorMail Actions, Contact Values,
GatorLeads Tracking or Stored Values.
The rules can be evaluated as soon as the Workflow member enters the stage, periodically
until a wait period has elapsed (the same wait options as 'Wait' stage), or the condition
evaluates to true (whichever comes first).

The below screen appears on dragging the stage to the canvas.

ConditionCondition

1. Give a descriptiondescription for the rule that you're about to set
2. Choose whenwhen the rule should be run.
3. Select the 'RulesRules' tab.
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Add a RuleAdd a Rule

1. Select the plus sign to add a rule.add a rule.

Condition Rule TypesCondition Rule Types

There are four rule types available to use.
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1. A GatorMail Campaign ruleGatorMail Campaign rule determines whether a Workflow member has performed an
action in one or more GatorMail campaigns within a Workflow.

2. A GatorMail Contact ruleGatorMail Contact rule determines whether a Workflow members associated GatorMail
contact has an attribute which matches a particular value.

3. A GatorLeads tracking ruleGatorLeads tracking rule determines whether a Workflow member has visited a particular
page on a web site.

4. A Workflow Member Stored Value ruleWorkflow Member Stored Value rule determines whether a stored value matches a
particular value.

Select the rule type you would like to use

Condition Rule Types - GatorMail CampaignCondition Rule Types - GatorMail Campaign

GatorMail Campaign rule typesGatorMail Campaign rule types determine whether an action has been carried out or not within
GatorMail campaigns.

• Any campaignsAny campaigns (in the current workflow) - Allows you to query a certain action within any
campaign that exists in the current Workflow.

• Single campaignSingle campaign - Allows you to query a certain action within a specified campaign that
exists in the current Workflow.

• Current campaign in a journeyCurrent campaign in a journey - Allows you to query a certain action within the current
campaign that a member has received within a Campaign Journey.

• Any campaign in a journeyAny campaign in a journey - Allows you to query a certain action within any campaign that a
member has received within a Campaign Journey.

• Stored value campaignStored value campaign - Allows you to query actions carried out within a campaign where
the campaign was sent by using the id within a stored value.

All types require specifying the action to query. The options are presented following making
your selection.
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The above example shows a GatorMail Campaign Rule based on a single campaign that exists in
the Workflow.

1. Select Single CampaignSingle Campaign
2. Choose the campaigncampaign to query
3. Select an actionaction (this could be web page hits, document downloads etc)
4. Choose a pagepage (by selecting 'Any' you are specifying any pages of the above action i.e any

landing zone with the campaign)
5. Select 'OkOk'
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Condition Rule Types - GatorMail ContactCondition Rule Types - GatorMail Contact

This allows you to checkcheck and evaluateevaluate the value stored in a contact field.

1. Select the contact fieldcontact field to query
2. Select your operatoroperator (is equal to / is greater than etc)
3. Apply the valuevalue to match your operator.
4. There is the option to 'Select From Distinct Values''Select From Distinct Values' which will allow you to choose from a

data list, the values that exist in the field. Otherwise you type directly into the 'Value' field.
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Condition Rule Types - GatorLeads TrackingCondition Rule Types - GatorLeads Tracking

This will check if a member has hit a particular page on your website or any page on your
website that's URL contains a particular string (if you have GatorLeads tracking installed) since
they became of member of the current Workflow.

1. Select your operatoroperator (Contains or Is Equal To).
2. Specify the valuevalue to search for (full url for 'is equal to' or a word or string if using 'contains').
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Workflow Member Stored ValueWorkflow Member Stored Value

Allows you to perform a checkcheck on the value storedvalue stored in a Member Stored Value field.

• Does it hold a date that is before or after another date?
• Does it hold some text that matches part of a string?
• Does it hold a number that is less than, equal to or greater than another number?

To perform a Stored Value check:

1. Select the Stored ValueStored Value you would like to query
2. Select the correct data typecorrect data type of the stored value (what type of data does it hold) This is

required in order to give you the correct query options.
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If your Stored Value contains a date, you're able to query the value or an adjustment of the
value in multiple ways.
You can base your calculations on a user specified date (Target) with potential adjustments, the
Stored Value date itself (Source) with potential adjustments or both.

The types of things you could do can include:

• The stored date is less than a fixed date time
• The stored date is greater than today + 20 days
• The stored date minus 30 days is greater than today

 The structure of what is created here is as follows:

(StoredValue +/- Source Adjustments) < (Target +/- Target Adjustments)(StoredValue +/- Source Adjustments) < (Target +/- Target Adjustments)

Where the less than operator (<) is selected from the highlighted area.

1. Choose the operator for your query.
2. Set the target date (this could be the current date or a fixed, static date.
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1. Adjustments may be made to either the Target Date, Source Date or both.

2. Set your adjustments on the relevant tabs. These may be negative adjustments by applying a
minus (-) sign. For positive adjustments there is no need for a plus (+) sign.

 All adjustments may be applied by using Stored Values.
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If your stored value contains text you can query the text stored there by using any of the
following operators

• Contains Data
• Does Not Contain Data
• Is Equal To
• Is Not Equal To
• Is Like
• Is Not Like
• Starts With
• Ends With

To do this:

1. Select the 'Text' data type.
2. Choose your operator.
3. Enter the text to search for.
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If your stored value contains a number, you can query the number stored there by using any of
the following operators:

• Contains Data
• Does Not Contain Data
• Is Equal To
• Is Not Equal To
• Is Greater Than
• Is Less Than
• Is Greater Than Or Equal To
• Is Less Than Or Equal To

To do this:

1. Select the 'Number' data type.
2. Choose your operator.
3. Enter the number to query against.
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Store Value StageStore Value Stage

This stage stores a value into a named location for use later on in the Workflow.
This could be as a result of a condition, a member then has a value stored against them.
This could be that if a person has visited a case study on your website you may want to

store a number associated with that action so you can add this to a lead score later on in
the workflow.

The screen below is displayed on dragging the stage onto the canvas.

1. Give the Stored ValueStored Value a name
2. Type the valuevalue to store (this could be text or a number)

 For more information on using Stored Values, please read the following article.
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Execute ExpressionExecute Expression

This is an advanced feature that executes an expression (addition, subtraction, series or
advanced) and stores the result of the expression in a named location (stored value)
associated with a workflow member for use later on in the Workflow.
One use for this could be to combine GatorMail and GatorLeads scores to give you an
overall score for use in Workflow conditions.

The below screen is shown on dragging the stage to the canvas.

Execute ExpressionExecute Expression

1. Give a descriptiondescription for your expression
2. Specify a namename for the Stored Value that will hold the result
3. Select the 'TypeType' (these are detailed below)
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Execute Expression - TypesExecute Expression - Types

1. AdditionAddition - adds two values together.
2. SubtractionSubtraction - subtracts one value from another.
3. Date Adjustment -Date Adjustment - allows you to add or subtract a number of units to a date in a stored

value and store the output in a different stored value.
4. SeriesSeries - enables different data item to be retrieved each time a Workflow member passes

through the stage, based on a numeric value stored in an stored value.
5. Advanced -Advanced - executes an ECMA 5.1 (JavaScript) script allowing for numeric, date and string

operations to be performed for advanced data manipulation.
6. After your selection is made, click on the second tab.

 Please NotePlease Note: the name of the tab will be different based on your selection type.
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Execute Expression - Addition & SubtractionExecute Expression - Addition & Subtraction

1. Enter the first numberfirst number for your calculation
2. Enter the second numbersecond number for your calculation

 Please Note:Please Note: One or both of these items could be the result of a Stored Value.
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Execute Expression - Date AdjustmentExecute Expression - Date Adjustment

Date AdjustmentDate Adjustment allows you to add or subtract a number of units to a date field and store the
output in a Stored value.
This could be based on the current date at the time a member enters the stage or the date held
in a Stored Value.

1. To perform an adjustmentadjustment to the current datedate, select this check box OR
2. If performing an adjustment to a Stored Value dateStored Value date, select the name of the Stored Value

from the list.
3. Select the 'AdjustmentsAdjustments' tab.
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Applying the AdjustmentsApplying the Adjustments

In this tab you choose the adjustmentchoose the adjustment to apply to each of the date units.
If applying a negative adjustment you should include the minus symbol. Otherwise use a
positive number without (+).

The example above will minus 3 months from the date it is querying so if the date it was looking
at was 07/06/2018, then the result will be 07/03/2018.
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Execute Expression -Execute Expression - SeriesSeries

A Series expression allows you to use a member stored valuemember stored value as a starting point, and to change
that value each time a member passes through the stage.
This can be used to progress people through sections of a Workflow by updating the value once
they've completed particular sections.
The item number could also relate to a campaign ID which in turn can be used to trigger
particular campaigns to members. This is an advanced feature.

1. Select the Stored ValueStored Value from the index list.
2. Set a default valuedefault value to be used if the current value for the member doesn't match any value

you intend to use within this stage.
3. Use the add button to add a rowadd a row, one at a time.
4. Type the valuevalue that the Stored Value should change to on each occasion the member passes

through the stage.
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Execute Expression -Execute Expression - AdvancedAdvanced

Advanced executes an ECMA 5.1 (JavaScript) script allowing for numeric, date and string
operations to be performed for advanced data manipulation.

This can be used for many things including:

• concatenating contact fields together
• setting strings to lower case
• performing arithmetic

1. Type your code into the input area.

Both functions and single expressions are supported e.g.

//function version//function version

function execute(){

var firstName = '[@contact->firstName]';

return firstName.toLowerCase();

}

//single expression version (return not required)//single expression version (return not required)

'[@contact->firstName]' + ' ' + '[@contact->lastName]'
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Send Notification StageSend Notification Stage

The Send NotificationSend Notification stage allows you to trigger a notification email to any email address at
the point that a member enters the stage.
This could be to one or many static email addresses, or may be the result of a stored value.
This could include the member, an Account Manager or Sales Rep.

The email could be constructed as plain text or HTML, and is able to include merge data
from contact records and/or stored values.

The below screen appears on dragging the stage to the canvas.

Send NotificationSend Notification

1. Give your stage a descriptiondescription
2. Set the email addressemail address to send the alert to (one email address per line).
3. Set the subject linesubject line for the notification email
4. Type the messagemessage to be sent. This can include merge data (covered in the next section).
5. If your content has been included with HTML tags you should check 'Is Html'
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 Stored Values and Contact Data can be merged into your content.

Including Merge Data in Notification MessagesIncluding Merge Data in Notification Messages

Merge data comes in two formats; Stored Values & Contact Values.

1. Stored ValuesStored Values can be used within your message by using [@MyStoredValueName] where
'MyStoredValueName' is the name of your Stored Value.

2. Contact ValuesContact Values can be used within your message by using [@contact->ContactFieldName]
where 'ContactFieldName' is the name of the CommuniGator contact field.
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Go To StageGo To Stage

This stage advances a Workflow member to a particular stage in the Workflow. This could
be for all members or the result of an earlier condition.

Go To StageGo To Stage

Open the dropdown and select a stage within the current Workflow to advance a member to,
on leaving the stage.
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Exit StageExit Stage

This stage removes a member from a Workflow, allowing for an exit value to be specified.

ExitExit

The exit value is optional and can be used as an entry point into other workflows (e.g someone
may leave a lead nurture Workflow when they become a customer. If an exit value of
'Customer' is used, this can then trigger the member into a 'New Customer' Workflow.
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Advanced FunctionsAdvanced Functions
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Using Stored ValuesUsing Stored Values

Stored Values are variable bits of information where the container (name) can be referred
to in many places within a Workflow.
This allows for great variation in content that members see, based on their unique value
stored within the container.

You just need to refer to the container.

Creating Stored ValuesCreating Stored Values

Stored Values can be created by you by using the 'Store Contact Value'Store Contact Value' and 'Store ValueStore Value' stages.
They allow you to set a value against members that reach a certain stage in the Workflow.

For more information on setting a stored contact value, please read the following article.
For more information on setting a set contact value, please read the following article.

Using Stored ValuesUsing Stored Values

Throughout the Workflow build you will see blue switches to the left of many input fields when
you hover over them with your cursor. By selecting this switch you are able to select a created
stored value. Workflow will then use this container, and supply the information provided inside
of it for each individual member.
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Results & ReportingResults & Reporting
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Evaluating Campaign Results in WorkflowEvaluating Campaign Results in Workflow
You can view the results of a campaign stage, from your live or completed Workflow, by
navigating directly to the Workflow canvas or directly to the campaign results within GatorMail.

Evaluating Campaign results within a Workflow canvas:Evaluating Campaign results within a Workflow canvas:

Step OneStep One

From within your live or completed Workflow click 'Go To Analysis'

Step TwoStep Two

To evaluate the results of your campaign from the Workflow click "View Results" from the
chosen Campaign stage.
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Evaluating Campaign results from your Workflow via GatorMail:Evaluating Campaign results from your Workflow via GatorMail:

Step OneStep One

To evaluate the results of your GatorMail campaign used within the Workflow, navigate to
within GatorMail to 'Campaigns' locate your chosen campaign and click 'View Results'
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FAQ'sFAQ's
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Why isn't my test email going through theWhy isn't my test email going through the
Workflow?Workflow?

Using a test email address in your Workflow is key to ensuring your Workflow runs
smoothly and without error.

To read about how to properly test your Workflow, please read the following article.

You've missed a step!You've missed a step!

If you can't receive test emails or your email address isn't going through the Workflow, then the
first thing to check is whether you have put your test email in the right place.

In the 'Testing your Workflow' article we detail the need for placing your test email in two
places: the 'Update Details' tab and either in a Live Audience Group, or as a Workflow member
in the group entry block.

Also make sure you have put your Workflow into Test Mode!

 If you need any more help, please contact our Support Team on
support@communigator.co.uksupport@communigator.co.uk or on +44 (0)1483 411 911.+44 (0)1483 411 911.
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